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A new resource that addresses issues affecting foreign
nationals living in Oregon, Rights of Foreign Nationals
combines relevant statutes, rules, and cases on matters
such as domestic relations, employment, personal
injuries, criminal offenses, business law, and public
benefits. This valuable reference will help lawyers
avoid potential pitfalls, and highlights situations in
which standard advice for a citizen client might be
inappropriate for a noncitizen client.
Highlights:
n How is proper service executed on parties living outside
the United States?
n Which Oregon crimes are considered aggravated felonies
that would render a client deportable?
n How do federal and Oregon housing laws protect foreign
nationals?
n What types of public benefits are available to noncitizens?
n How does a client’s immigration status affect his or her right
to relief under U.S. employment laws?
n How do Oregon’s new DMV requirements affect noncitizens
trying to obtain a driver license or ID card?
Rights of Foreign Nationals provides you with the guidance to
know how the citizenship status of your client affects the proper
handling of a case.
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Interpreting Oregon Law
Prepare yourself to argue for the proper interpretation of a statute, administrative
rule, or constitutional provision on behalf of your client. Edited by Judge Jack
Landau, an expert in statutory interpretation, this publication will guide you through
the PGE statutory construction analysis as recently modified by Gaines so that you
will be prepared to effectively argue your case at trial and on appeal.
________ 2009 1 vol. softbound [496.09B] $125........................................... $_________

Family Law
This three-volume book is essential for Oregon lawyers who practice family law.
Learn about marriage; annulment; separation; spousal and child support; child
custody; visitation; domestic violence; enforcement; modification; discovery;
property division; tax aspects; procedure; adoption; health insurance and retirement;
paternity; unmarried couples; prenuptial, postnuptial, and marriage settlement
agreements; appeal; and mediation. Highlights from the supplement include
information on Oregon’s domestic partnership laws, analysis of Oregon’s workplace
leave law, requirements that health care coverage be provided as part of child support
orders or modifications, Prenuptial Agreement form, Mediation and Fee Agreement
form, and changes in property division after Kunze and Kunze and how this case
changed the way a party rebuts the presumption of equal contribution.
________ 2002 3 vols. with 2008 supp and forms on CD
[485.KT] $285................................................................................... $_________
________ 2008 supp with forms on CD and extra binder
[485.08KS] $145............................................................................... $_________

Criminal Law
With nearly 1,800 pages and more than 4,000 cases, this book has expanded to three
volumes of case law, statutory law, rules, and practice tips, including aftermath of
Blakely regarding a court’s ability to impose a sentence above the standard range set
forth in the sentencing guidelines, aftermath of Crawford regarding the admissibility
of testimonial hearsay, and a new chapter dealing with the exclusionary rule. The
legislative supplement covers enhancement facts and sentencing-phase jury trials,
drug crimes, disorderly conduct in the first degree, right of movie theater to detain
people suspected of recording a film, appearance by simultaneous electronic
transmission, conditional discharge statute, restitution statutes, dangerous-offender
statutes, firearm-minimum statute, law on victim impact evidence in death penalty
cases, and definition of victim.
________ 2005 3 vols. with 2006 legislative supp and forms

on CD [460.KT] $290..................................................................$_________
________ 2006 legislative supp and forms on CD [460.06KS] $45............. $__________
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